MPO TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
AGENDA
November 4, 2020
10:00 a.m.

Executive Conference Room
Farmington City Hall
800 Municipal Drive
Farmington, New Mexico

AGENDA
FARMINGTON METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
TECHNICAL COMMITTEE MEETING
November 4, 2020 10:00 AM
This regular meeting will be held in the Executive Conference Room in Farmington City
Hall, 800 Municipal Drive, Farmington, New Mexico.
ITEM
1. Call to Order: Call meeting to order
2. Minutes: Approve the minutes from the October 14, 2020 Technical Committee
Meeting
3. TIP Amendment #5: Review and consider recommending approval of proposed
Amendment #5 to the FFY2020-2025 TIP and the Self-Certification for
Amendment #5:
a. Review the project(s) in proposed Amendment #5
b. Hold a public hearing on proposed Amendment #5
c. Consider recommending approval of proposed Amendment #5 and the
Self-Certification for Amendment #5 to the FFY2020-2025 TIP
Presented by: Peter Koeppel
4. Review NMDOT’s Performance Measure (PM1) Safety Targets for 2021
Presented by: Peter Koeppel
5. Review NMDOT’s Performance Measure (PM 2) NHS Pavement and Bridge
Targets for 2021
Presented by: Peter Koeppel
6. TIP Project Updates from Technical Committee Members: Members will
provide updates on their TIP projects.
7. Quarterly Education: Highway Trust Fund
Presented by: Peter Koeppel
8. Reports from NMDOT
a. Update from District 5 (Javier Martinez)
b. Update from the Planning Bureau (Joseph Moriarty)
9. Committee Member Discussion Item(s)
No additional discussion items were presented for inclusion on the Agenda
10. Information Items
a. Proposed 2021 Technical Committee Meeting Schedule
b. Notice to Proceed for FFY2021
c. MPO Quarterly
Presented by: Staff
11. Business from Chairman, Members and Staff
12. Public Comment on Any Issues Not on the Agenda
13. Adjournment
The public body may only take action on an item if it is
listed for action on the publicly noticed agenda.
The public is invited to participate in this GoTo Meeting:
By using a computer, tablet, or smartphone:
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/301901621
or by dialing: 1 (872) 240-3212 and entering access code: 301-901-621
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ATTENTION PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES: If you are an individual with a disability who is in
need of a reader, amplifier, qualified sign language interpreter, or any other form of auxiliary
aid or service to attend or participate in the hearing or meeting, please contact the MPO
Administrative Assistant at the Downtown Center, 100 W Broadway, Farmington, New Mexico or
at 505-599-1466 at least one week prior to the meeting or as soon as possible. Public
documents, including the agenda and minutes, can be provided in various accessible formats.
Please contact the MPO Administrative Assistant if a summary or other type of accessible
format is needed.
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Amendment #5 to the FFY2020-2025 TIP
Peter Koeppel, MPO Officer
November 4, 2020

BACKGROUND
The firsts Call for Projects for the FFY2020-2025 TIP Amendment #5 was on
September 21, 2020; a reminder notice went out on September 30.
The Public Notice for Amendment #5 to the FFY2020-2025 TIP was published
on the MPO’s website and in the Daily Times on October 21, 2020
The amendment includes a project from the City of Aztec and funding for
Red Apple Transit.
The next Call for Projects will be on December 14, 2020.
The Technical Committee will consider recommending approval of proposed
Amendment #5 and the Self-Certification for Amendment #5 to the Policy
Committee at their meeting on November 4.
AMENDED TIP PROJECT(S)
City of Aztec’s East Aztec Arterial Phase II.
Red Apple Transit funding
ANTICIPATED WORK
Hold a public hearing on TIP Amendment #5 on November 4, 2020.
Consider recommending approval to the Policy Committee of TIP Amendment
#5 and the Self-Certification on November 4.
Seek approval of the Amendment #5 and the Self-Certification at the
November 19, 2020 Policy Committee meeting.
ATTACHMENTS
The e-STIP description for projects in Amendment #5 to the FFY2020-2025 TIP.
The Self-Certification for Amendment #5 to the FFY2020-2025 TIP.
ACTION ITEM
Staff recommends that the Technical Committee consider recommending
approval to the Policy Committee of proposed Amendment #5 and the SelfCertification for Amendment #5 to the FFY2020-2025 TIP.

APPLICABLE CITATIONS
§ 450.328 TIP revisions and relationship to the STIP.
(a) An MPO(s) may revise the TIP at any time under procedures agreed to by
the cooperating parties consistent with the procedures established in this
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part for its development and approval. In nonattainment or maintenance
areas for transportation-related pollutants, if a TIP amendment involves nonexempt projects (per 40 CFR part 93), or is replaced with an updated TIP,
the MPO(s) and the FHWA and the FTA must make a new conformity
determination. In all areas, changes that affect fiscal constraint must take
place by amendment of the TIP. The MPO(s) shall use public participation
procedures consistent with § 450.316(a) in revising the TIP, except that these
procedures are not required for administrative modifications.) After approval
by the MPO(s) and the Governor, the State shall include the TIP without
change, directly or by reference, in the STIP required under 23 U.S.C. 135. In
nonattainment and maintenance areas, the FHWA and the FTA must make a
conformity finding on the TIP before it is included in the STIP. A copy of the
approved TIP shall be provided to the FHWA and the FTA.
(c) The State shall notify the MPO(s) and Federal land management agencies
when it has included a TIP including projects under the jurisdiction of these
agencies in the STIP.
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FARMINGTON MPO SELF-CERTIFICATION STATEMENT
FFY2020-2025 TIP Amendment #5
In accordance with 23 U.S.C. 450.334, the New Mexico Department of Transportation,
and the Farmington Metropolitan Planning Organization for the Cities of Aztec,
Bloomfield, Farmington, Town of Kirtland, and the urbanized area of San Juan County
hereby certify that the transportation planning process meets the Performance‐Based
Planning and Programming (PBPP) requirements established in 23 CFR 450.326(d), 49
CFR 625, and 49 CFR 630.
The projects identified in Amendment #5 to the FFY2020 – 2025 Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP) are consistent with the priorities outlined in the NMDOT
Asset Management Plan, the New Mexico Strategic Highway Safety Plan, and the New
Mexico Freight Plan; and from the priorities outlined in the Red Apple Transit Asset
Management Plan of the City of Farmington. The projects support the adopted
Performance Targets of the FMPO for Performance Measure 1 (Safety), Performance
Measure 2 (State of Good Repair), Performance Measure 3 (System Performance), and
Transit Asset Management. Amendment #5 to the TIP was reviewed by the FMPO in
accordance with the FMPO Public Participation Plan and the FMPO Title VI Plan. The
FMPO also certifies that the transportation planning process is addressing the major
issues in the metropolitan planning area and is being conducted in accordance with all
applicable requirements of:
(1) The fiscal constraint required in 23 CFR 450;
(2) 49 U.S.C. 5323(l), 23 U.S.C. 135, and 23 U.S.C. 450.220;
(3) Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1967 and the Title VI assurance executed by each
State under 23 U.S.C. 324 and 29 U.S.C. 794;
(4) Section 1101(b) of the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (Pub. L. 105178) regarding the involvement of Disadvantaged Business Enterprises in FHWA and
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FTA funded planning projects (Sec. 105(f), Pub. L. 97-424, 96 Stat. 2100; 49 CFR,
Subtitle A, Part 26);
(5) The provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (pub. L. 101-336, 104
Stat. 327, as amended) and U. S. DOT implementing regulation;
(6) The provision of 49 U.S.C. Part 20 regarding restrictions on influencing certain
activities; and,
(7) Sections 174 and 176(c) and (d) of the Clean Air Act as amended (42 U.S.C. 7504,
7506(c) and (d).

Policy Committee Chair

Date

_________________________________

_______________________
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TOTAL

District: District 5

T/LPA: City of Aztec/NEW ROAD WITH PUBLIC UTILITIES, PEDESTRIAN TRAIL, CORRIDOR STRIPING AND SIGNAGE (ALL PHASES), ROW,
WASTE REMOVAL, WILDLIFE CATTLE-GUARD AND FENCING, COMPLETE PHASE 1A ASPHALT OVERLAY, RETAINING WALLS,
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AND TESTING SERVICES.

(Ver 9) 20-05
East Aztec Arterial Phase II

Region: FAM (3)

County:

Project Type:

Description:

Title:

F100091

Transportation Improvement Program Fiscal Year 2020 - 2023

Amendment 20-05 FAM
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$2,638,841
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$724,860

$569,158

$709,077

TOTAL

District: District 5
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T/LPA: City of Farmington/NEW PROJECT ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS AND CAPITAL PURCHASES FOR BUS AND SECURITY CAMERAS

(Ver 8) 20-05
Red Apple Transit

Project Type:

Description:

Title:

TF00001

Transportation Improvement Program Fiscal Year 2020 - 2023

Amendment 20-05 FAM
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National Performance Management Measures
for Highway Safety Improvement Program (PM
1)
Peter Koeppel, MPO Officer
November 4, 2020

BACKGROUND
23 CFR §490 Subpart B – National Performance Management Measures for
Highway Safety Improvement Program (see attached).
The FHWA requires that MPOs establish targets for five (5) safety
performance measures for all public roads in the MPO planning area within
180 days after the State establishes each target.
The five Performance Measures to be considered are: 1) Number of
Fatalities, 2) Number of Serious Injuries, 3) Fatalities per 100 Million VMT
(Vehicle Miles Traveled) or Fatality Rate, 4) Serious Injuries per 100 Million
VMT (Vehicle Miles Traveled) or serious injury rate, and, 5) Number of NonMotorized Fatalities and Non-Motorized Fatalities and Serious Injuries.
The first three targets are common measures and must be identical to the
targets established for the Highway Safety Plan (HSP).
MPOs may either: Agree to support State targets OR Establish specific
numeric targets for a safety performance measure (number or rate).
Reporting is done on an annual basis, leaving the choice to adopt State
standards vs. establish MPO specific targets up to the MPO Policy Committee
each year.




CURRENT ISSUES & RECOMMENDATIONS
This item is being presented to both committees in November for their
information. It will be brought back to both the Technical and Policy
Committees in January for their recommendation/approval.
Staff recommends that the state targets be adopted for 2021.
FMPO Policy Committee action is due no later than February 27, 2021.



ATTACHMENTS
NMDOT’s Performance Measure (PM) Target Report – PM 1 for Year 2021



INFORMATION ITEM
This is being presented during the November meeting as an introduction.



APPLICABLE CITATIONS
Requirement for MPOs to establish performance targets for Federal-aid highway
measures and public transportation established by USDOT.
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 23 USC 134(h)(2)
 49 USC 5303(h)(2)
 49 USC 5304(d)(2)
Requirements to include discussion in the metropolitan and statewide improvement
program as to how the planned program will achieve State/MPO targets:
 23 USC 134(j)(2)(D)
 23 USC 135(g)(4)
 49 USC 5303(j)(2)(D)
 49 USC 5304(g)(4)
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Performance Measure (PM) Target Report – PM 1
2021 Safety Targets
This document outlines the 2021 Targets for Safety (PM 1) for New Mexico, as required by the 23 CFR 490,
Final Rule on the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) published March 15, 2016 (effective April
14, 2017). The New Mexico Department of Transportation (NMDOT) Multimodal Planning and Programs
Bureau (MPPB) is responsible for coordinating the setting of PM 1 targets.

Overview of PM 1 Measures

The state is required to set annual targets for five performance measures:
1. Number of Total Fatalities
2. Number of Serious Injuries
3. Fatalities per 100 million vehicle miles travelled (VMT) or fatality rate
4. Serious Injuries per 100 million VMT or serious injury rate
5. Number of Non-motorized Fatalities and Serious Injuries
The first three are common measures and must be identical to the targets established for the Highway
Safety Plan (HSP).

Coordination with Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs)

The NMDOT undertook a coordinated effort with the Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs), the
HSP team and other stakeholders to set the targets.
1. Numerous internal meetings took place in winter of 2020 between staff of the NMDOT
Planning Division and Traffic Safety Division, responsible for the HSP to review and analyze
crash data and trends. A representative of the University of New Mexico (UNM), contracted by
NMDOT to maintain the state’s crash database, attended the meetings and provided crash data
and analysis.
2. On May 12, 2020, the NMDOT Safety Division held a meeting with stakeholders to discuss
and adopt the targets required in the HSP. The targets were revised following the meeting, to
reflect the revised 2017 VMT, approved by FHWA, and the updated 2018 and 2019 crash
datasets provided by UNM.
3. On July 15, 2020, the NMDOT Safety Committee reviewed and approved the 2021 Safety Targets
as outlined in this report for submittal in the 2021 HSIP Annual Report.
4. On July 17, 2020, MPPB staff emailed a draft of this report, outlining the adopted state PM1
targets, to the MPOs for review and comments. The MPOs submitted comments and
corrections, which MPPB staff incorporated into this report. Other than those edits, the MPOs
agreed to the targets as outlined.
5. The MPOs have until February 27, 2021 to formally adopt the NMDOT PM 1 targets or set their
own quantifiable targets.

Data Methodologies and Assumptions

In setting the 2021 safety targets, NMDOT and stakeholders did not rely solely on the data projections
but used the data in combination with their discussions regarding other relevant factors and their
assessment of the potential safety impacts of various strategies and projects. NMDOT worked with UNM
to determine methodologies and assumptions required to set the targets. These are as follows:
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•

NMDOT uses Excel to plot a linear best fit line based on 6-years of actual data to project
for future years.

•

Vehicle Miles Travelled (VMT) - The annual VMT is from the FHWA Highway Statistics Series
(https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2017/pdf/vm2.pdf). Within this link,
simply replace ‘2017’ with the desired year to obtain the VMT for the year of interest.
•

Appendix A of this document displays the annual VMT from the FHWA Highway
Statistics Series using a unit of 100 Million VMT (HMVMT). FHWA guidance
documents insist on using HMVMT for calculating fatality rates and serious injury
rates, hence, Appendix A displays the annual VMT adjusted to HMVMT.

The preliminary Annual VMT for 2019 is provided by the NMDOT Planning Division, Data
Management Bureau.
Crash Data for 2019 is preliminary and provided by UNM.
The source data table is attached as Appendix B. This data was used to calculate the linear regression
equations that yield the 2020 and 2021 projections. It also contains the data that was used to calculate
the five-year moving averages.

•
•
•

NMDOT PM 1 (Safety) 2021 Targets
1

Number of Total Fatalities
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NMDOT 2021 Target for Number of Total Fatalities: 411.6
NMDOT Justification: Although five-year average fatalities rose by a moderate 5.5 percent between
2014 and 2018, preliminary and projected data indicate that fatalities will increase by about 10.6 percent
between 2018 and 2021. In 2019, fatalities involving large, personal vehicles (SUVs/Pick-up Trucks/
Vans/4-Wheel Drives) or involving pedestrians have increased and accounted for 53.3 percent of all
crash fatalities. Given the prevalence of large, personal vehicle ownership, and projected increase in
fatalities overall, the five-year average projection of 411.6 is determined to be the 2021 target.
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2

Number of Serious Injuries
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NMDOT 2021 Target for Number of Serious Injuries: 1,030.5
NMDOT Justification: Five-year average serious injuries are projected to fall by about 13.2 percent between
2018 and 2021, and the State anticipates a continued reduction in serious injuries in 2020. The five-year
average projection of 1,030.5 is the 2021 target.
3

Rate of Fatalities
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NMDOT 2021 Target for Rate of Fatalities: 1.486
NMDOT Justification: Five-year average fatalities are expected to increase in 2021 from 2017, thus the
projected five-year average of 1.486 is the 2021 target. Due to the uncertainty of the COVID-19
pandemic’s impact on VMT, the preliminary 2019 VMT value is also used for the 2020 and 2021 VMT
values.
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4

Rate of Serious Injuries
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NMDOT 2021 Target for Rate of Serious Injuries: 3.722
NMDOT Justification: Five-year average serious injury rates are projected to continue falling, thus the fiveyear average projection of 3.722 is the 2021 target.

5

Number of Non-motorized Fatalities and Serious Injuries
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NMDOT 2021 Target for Number of Non-motorized Fatalities and Serious Injuries: 200.0
NMDOT Justification: Five-year average non-motorized fatalities and serious injuries are projected to
remain relatively constant over the next two years from 2020 to 2021. The five-year average projection of
200.0 is the 2021 target.
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Appendix A: Five-Year Moving Average of Hundred Million VMT (HMVMT)
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Appendix B: Data Values and Sources
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National Performance Management Measures
for Assessing Pavement Condition and Bridge
Condition (PM 2)
Peter Koeppel, MPO Officer
November 4, 2020
BACKGROUND








23 CFR §490 Subpart C – National Performance Management Measures for
Assessing Pavement Condition and 23 CFR §490 Subpart D – National Performance
Management measures for Assessing Bridge Condition (see attached).
The FHWA required that MPOs establish four-year targets for six (6) performance
measures and revisit those targets at the 2-year performance period midpoint.
Those six performance measures to be considered are:
1) Percentage of interstate pavements on the NHS in good condition;
2) Percentage of interstate pavements on the NHS in poor condition;
3) Percentage of non-interstate pavements on the NHS in good condition;
4) Percentage of non-interstate pavements on the NHS in poor condition;
5) Percentage of bridges on the NHS in good condition; and
6) Percentage of bridges on the NHS in poor condition.
NMDOT has adjusted two 2021 targets – percentage of NHM bridge deck area in
poor condition and percentage of Interstate pavements in good condition.
MPOs may: Agree to support State target OR establish their own targets. In 2018
the FMPO adopted some of its own targets for PM 2.
PMs with adjusted state targets for 2021:
o
o







BRIDGES on National Highway System (NHS) –
 2.5% FMPO target for bridge deck area in poor condition [vs. State at 3.3% (2021)]
PAVEMENT on Interstate NHS
o Not applicable to FMPO

PMs without adjusted state targets for 2021:
BRIDGES on National Highway System (NHS) –
o 10% FMPO target target for Bridges in Good condition [vs. State at 30.0% (2021)]
PAVEMENT on Non-Interstate/NHS –
o 34.2% target for Pavement in Good condition
o 12.0% target for Pavement in Poor condition

Reporting is for the final two years of the four-year performance period

CURRENT ISSUES


FMPO Policy Committee action is due no later than February 15, 2021



ATTACHMENTS
NMDOT’s PM 2 Targets Memo shared 9/14/2020
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APPLICABLE CITATIONS
Requirement for MPOs to establish performance targets for Federal-aid highway
measures and public transportation established by USDOT.
 23 USC 134(h)(2)
 49 USC 5303(h)(2)
 49 USC 5304(d)(2)
Requirements to include discussion in the metropolitan and statewide improvement
program as to how the planned program will achieve State/MPO targets:
 23 USC 134(j)(2)(D)
 23 USC 135(g)(4)
 49 USC 5303(j)(2)(D)
 49 USC 5304(g)(4)
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Michael R. Sandoval
Cabinet Secretary
G e n e r a l

O f f i c e

P. O. B o x
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S a n t a
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23 CFR 490 Sub Part C and D Target Setting
National Highway System Pavements and Bridges
This document outlines the NMDOT procedures for establishing performance targets for New Mexico,
as required by 23 CFR 490, Subpart C - National Performance Management Measures for Assessing
Pavement Condition and Subpart D – National Performance Management Measures for Assessing
Bridge Condition. The State DOT is required to establish targets, regardless of ownership, for the full
extent of the Interstate and non-Interstate NHS for pavements and for Bridges on the NHS. By May 21,
2018, 2- and 4-year targets must be established and report targets by October 1, 2018, in the Baseline
Performance Period Report. The following are the six (6) Performance Measures:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Percentage of Interstate pavements on the NHS in Good Condition
Percentage of Interstate pavements on the NHS in Poor Condition
Percentage of non-Interstate pavements on the NHS in Good Condition
Percentage of non-Interstate pavements on the NHS in Poor Condition
Percentage of bridges on the NHS in Good condition
Percentage of bridges on the NHS in Poor Condition

The NMDOT used a coordinated effort with the Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) and other
stakeholders to set the targets. The bulleted sections below provide an explanation of events leading to
the development of the performance measures and this document:
1. In 2013, NMDOT began collecting the pavement condition data for all NMDOT maintained
roadways, non-DOT maintained NHS and HPMS sample segments based on the four condition
metrics (IRI, rutting, faulting and cracking) and three inventory data elements (through lanes,
surface type, and structure type) included in 23 CFR 490.309. Pavement condition data is
collected based on one-tenth mile. 23 CFR 490.313 requires DOTs to be in compliance with the
reporting cycle beginning January 1, 2019 for the Interstate.
2. Numerous internal meetings took place with representatives from the Districts and Pavement
Management and Design Bureau staff to review and analyze pavement condition data and
performance trends. NMDOT maintains the pavement condition data in a Pavement
Management System database (PMS db) on the Agile Assets platform. The PMS db is used to
predict future performance based on criteria identified for various funding scenarios. It can also
forecast funding required to attain a desired condition.
3. Funding allocations for Interstate, non-Interstate NHS and non-NHS pavements, NHS and nonNHS Bridges were determined based on reviewing historical information based on obligated
amounts for federally funded projects contained in the Statewide Transportation Improvement
Program (STIP) database. In addition, historical funding amounts for pavements and bridges
was obtained from data in the Maintenance Management System and Contract Maintenance
Databases.
4. In preparation for developing the Transportation Asset Management Plan (the TAMP), a
Financial Planning and Investment Analysis Workshop was held on June 15, 2015 to review the
process for developing Transportation Asset Management (TAM) eligible revenue forecasts and
reviewing bridge and pavement performance at funding levels in order to develop allocation
recommendations for baseline revenues.
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5. On February 27, 2018, FHWA presented the Asset Management Workshop on Life Cycle
Planning, Risk Management and Financial Plans to support the implementation of Asset
Management Plans. Representatives from the Mesilla Valley MPO, Mid-Region MPO and
Santa Fe MPO participated in the workshop with NMDOT staff. There was a representative
from five of the six NMDOT Districts in attendance.
6. On March 15, 2018, the New Mexico Transportation Commission was briefed on the Initial
TAMP and proposed Federal 2 and 4 year targets.
7. On March 16, 2018, the NMDOT TAM Technical Working Committee met to review the final
draft of the initial TAMP and to review the performance targets proposed for inclusion in the
document.
8. On March 28, 2018, the NMDOT provided a presentation on all Performance Measures to the
MPO’s attending the quarterly MPO meeting. NMDOT collected Pavement Condition data was
presented by MPO area for the Interstate and non-Interstate NHS pavements within each MPO
boundary in order to show how pavements are performing within each MPO area. In addition,
10-year pavement condition projections were presented.
9. Documentation on the Pavement and Bridge condition performance measures was presented to
NMDOT Executive Staff on May 16, 2018, in preparation for transmitting the 2- and 4-year
performance targets for the six measures listed above to FHWA-NM Division.
Predicting future condition of pavements and bridges is dependent on funding. The period determined
for predicting future condition is ten years. In order to prepare predictions of future conditions, funding
allocations needed to be established. The funding allocations for Interstate, non-Interstate NHS and
non-NHS pavements and NHS and non-NHS bridges were based on a review of information contained
in historical STIP’s and MMS data. A combination of federal and state funding is used to determine the
total amount of funding available for TAM activities. In addition to STIP and MMS financial information,
a review of NMDOT historical budget, state road fund revenue projections and future debt service
payments were reviewed to determine the TAM-eligible revenues. This analysis also included review of
pavement and bridge allocations.
In setting the 2- and 4-year performance targets for the pavement measures, NMDOT analyzed
historical pavement condition data based on the FHWA measures to prepare a trend analysis. The
PMS db is used to predict future condition; however, it is unable to predict future condition based on the
FHWA metrics. As a result, the PMS db uses a Pavement Condition Rating (PCR) to determine
condition. The PMS db was configured based on a multi-year collaborative effort to develop the
decision trees that combine the various pavement distresses collected for each tenth mile section to
determine an Overall Condition Index (OCI) for each 2-mile managed segment. The PCR is 80 percent
OCI and 20 percent smoothness index, which is IRI and rutting metric converted to a 100 scale.
The annual funding allocation below is entered into the PMS db in order to predict an annual PCR for
each system. The PCR is then mapped to the Federal Good, Fair and Poor to predict a future
pavement condition each year for the ten-year analysis period.
The annual funding allocations used in the PMS to predict future pavement condition are:
1. Interstate Pavements, $62 million/year
2. Non-Interstate NHS Pavements, $68 million/year
3. Non-NHS Pavements, $50 million/year
NMDOT maintains bridge condition data in a Bridge Management System (BrM); however, BMS does
not have the capability of predicting future condition. NMDOT uses a spreadsheet based tool to predict
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performance of each bridge given predicted deterioration. The model components include measures,
deterioration, treatments and prioritization. The model uses the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) data
weighted by deck area. A Markov modeling approach, similar to Pontis models is used but applied to
the NBI data. The approach predicts a percent chance a rating will drop to the next value in a year.
NCHRP Report 713 was used to determine median years to reach ratings of 3, 4 and 5. NMDOT
Bridge Management evaluated the spreadsheet tool for predicting future condition prior to adopting for
use. The annual funding allocations used in the spreadsheet tool to predict future condition are:
1. NHS Bridges, $40 million/year
2. Non-NHS Bridges, $20 million/year
The future condition is based on data collected during calendar year 2016 and predicting condition for
calendar years 2016 through 2026. The 2-year target is based on the condition data collected during
calendar year 2019 and the 4-year target is based on data collected in calendar year 2021. The first
Mid Performance Period Progress Report is due to FHWA on October 1, 2020 which will be based on
pavement and bridge condition data collected during calendar year 2019.
The table below indicates NMDOT performance measure targets.
Performance Measure

2 Year (2019)

4 Year (2021)

Percentage of bridges on the NHS in Good condition

36.0%

30.0%

Percentage of bridges on the NHS in Poor condition

3.3%

2.5%

Percentage of Interstate pavements on the NHS in Good condition

57.3%

59.1%

Percentage of Interstate pavements on the NHS in Poor condition

4.5%

5.0%

Percentage of Non‐Interstate pavements on the NHS in Good
condition

35.6%

34.2%

Percentage of Non‐Interstate pavements on the NHS in Poor
condition

9.0%

12.0%

2020 Mid Performance Period Revision of Targets (Revised as of August 19, 2020)
As per 23 CFR 490.107 [(b)(1)(ii)(E)] Target Adjustment discussion allows a State DOT to adjust a 4year target originally set and reported to FHWA in the baseline performance report and submit this
replacement target during the mid-period performance report due no later than October 1, 2020.
Pavement Target Adjustment
NMDOT analyzes pavement condition trends based on historic and current year pavement condition
data in order to determine progress in meeting performance targets based on the Investment strategies
identified in the TAMP. NMDOT has conducted a review of construction costs on projects that have
been let to bid prior to and since adoption of the April 2018 TAMP and the June 2019 TAMP and found
that the price per ton has been increasing and total tonnage of pavement materials have declined.
Further, there has been a reduction in the number of lane miles improved on the Interstate system,
which has contributed to a decline in the performance of Interstate pavements in the good category. As
a result, NMDOT has determined that an adjustment of the 4-year target for percent of Interstates in
Good condition will be reported during the mid-performance report due on October 1, 2020. The
adjusted 4-year target for percent good on Interstates will be 55%.
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Our pavement conditions are deteriorating at a faster rate than anticipated in order to keep a high
percentage of Interstate lane miles in good condition. New Mexico is able to meet our targets for the
other pavement targets, including maintaining our Interstates in poor condition to less than 1%.
NMDOT will continue to review our deterioration models as well as our pavement treatment costs in our
Pavement Management System in order to better manage our pavement treatment selection and timing
as we implement our investment strategies in our TAMP.
Bridge Target Adjustment
NMDOT bridges are in very good condition with our bridges on the NHS in poor condition well below
FHWA’s threshold. Our 4-year target for bridges in poor condition is 2.5% and based a review of recent
bridge preventive maintenance work and the number of bridges that are over 50 years old, NMDOT will
adjust the 4-year target for NHS Bridges in poor condition to 3.3%.
Since the bridge targets were set in 2018, NMDOT has reviewed and adjusted the prediction model for
future bridge conditions to be more in line with New Mexico bridge management practices. Bridges in
poor condition do not mean they are unsafe but can remain in service. Often bridges in poor condition
will need to be replaced in order to improve from poor to fair or good condition. New Mexico bridges
statewide are maintained at about no more than 5% in poor condition.
The following table includes the target adjustments considered as part of the Mid-Performance Review.
The target adjustments for both pavement and bridge, as discussed above, were considered and
approved by the Asset Management Executive Steering Committee (AMESC) on August 19, 2020.
Performance Measure
Percentage of bridges on the NHS in Good condition
Percentage of bridges on the NHS in Poor condition
Percentage of Interstate pavements on the NHS in Good condition
Percentage of Interstate pavements on the NHS in Poor condition
Percentage of Non‐Interstate pavements on the NHS in Good
condition
Percentage of Non‐Interstate pavements on the NHS in Poor
condition

2 Year (2019)
36.0%
3.3%
57.3%
4.5%

4 Year (2021)
30.0%
3.3%*
55.0%*
5.0%

35.6%

34.2%

9.0%

12.0%

*Revised Targets as approved by the ESC in August 19, 2020.
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Status of TIP Projects
MPO Staff & Technical Committee Members
November 4, 2020

BACKGROUND
The STIP Protocols, finalized in early 2014, require that each MPO shall develop a
process to monitor the progress and status of each project in the first two years
of the TIP. These monthly reviews help correct inconsistencies in the TIP, STIP,
the MPO’s MTP, Agreement Request Forms (ARFs), etc. and provide for discussion
among the members and NMDOT representatives.
The Policy Committee approved the new FFY2020-2025 TIP during a special
meeting called on July 25, 2019.
The projects currently on the FFY2020-2025 TIP are listed below.

TRACKING INFORMATION (2018-2023 TIP)
Local Agreement Status (ARF)
ITS/Sys ENG Certification
ROW Certification
Public Involvement Certification
Design Completion 30 – 60 – 90%
Environmental Certification
Utilities Certification
Railroad Certification
Archeology Certification
PROJECTS ON FMPO FFY2020-2025 TIP
 Aztec
F100091 – East Aztec Arterial Phase II
 Bloomfield
F100300 – East Blanco Bridge
 Farmington
F100099 – Foothills Drive Enhancement Phase II
F100100 – East Pinon Hills Blvd Extension Phase I
F100101 – East Pinon Hills Blvd Extension Phase II
F100132 – 20th Street Phase III
TF00001 – Red Apple Transit
 San Juan County
F100021 – East Pinon Hills Blvd Extension Phase III
F100240 – Glade Run Recreation Area Trails
F100290 – CR 5500 Bridge Replacement
F100320 – Kirtland Schools Walk Path Extension
F100330 – Glade Run Recreation Area Trails Extension
F100360 – CR 3000 Bridge Replacement
F100370 – CR 3500 Bridge Replacement
 NMDOT
F100170 - NM 173 Safety Improvements
F100340 – US 550 Pavement Rehab
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F100350 – NM 371/N36 (PE)
F100351 – NM 371/N36 (Const)





ATTACHMENT
If available, the Status Reports–FMPO TIP Projects table for the current month
will be included with the agenda. Otherwise, the table will be distributed at
the meeting.
INFORMATION ITEM
This is an information item only. Committee members will have an opportunity to
provide any needed feedback/updates regarding current TIP projects status and
details.
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NMDOT

East Pinon Hills Blvd Extension Phase III
Glade Run Recreation Area Trails
CR 5500 Bridge Replacement
Kirtland Schools Walk Path Extension
Glade Run Recreation Area Trails Ext.
CR 3000 Bridge Replacement
CR 3500 Bridge Replacement
NM 173
NM 371/Navajo 36
NM 371/Navajo 36

F100320

F100330

F100360
F100370

F100170
F100350
F100351

East Pinon Hills Blvd Extension Phase II
20th Street Phase III

F100101
F100132

F100021
F100240
F100290

East Pinon Hills Blvd Extension Phase I

F100100

San Juan County

Foothills Drive Enhancement Phase II

F100099

Farmington

Red Apple Transit

East Blanco Bridge

F100300

Bloomfield

TF00001

East Aztec Arterial Phase III

F100091

Aztec

All certifications in place; final PS&E
requested by NMDOT; letting will follow.
Design at 90%; design review being
scheduled with NMDOT.

Acquisition ongoing with 9 TCPs donated; 6
TCPs acquired; 1 TCP to next Council
meeting for approval. Issues still to be
worked through with 2 TCPs. The PS&E
plans and estimates are ready. Special
Provisions reviewed and approved this week.
PS&E will be scheduled with the next month.

PS&E is complete; obligation letter signed
and CoF waiting for the executed agreement.
Project bidding anticipated for early 2021.
STIP amended from Informational to Fiscally
Constrained.

Status Reports - FMPO TIP Projects – November 2020
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Quarterly Education: Highway Trust Fund
Peter Koeppel, MPO Officer
November 4, 2020

PRESENTATION
The Highway Trust Fund finances most federal government spending for highways and
mass transit. Revenues for the trust fund come from transportation-related excise taxes,
primarily federal taxes on gasoline and diesel fuel. In recent years, however, the trust fund
has needed significant transfers of general revenues to remain solvent.
Most spending from the Highway Trust Fund for highway and mass transit programs is
through federal grants to state and local governments. The federal government accounts
for about one-quarter of all public spending on roads and highways, with the remaining
three-quarters financed by state and local governments.
The attached document from the Eno Center for Transportation explains the Highway
Trust Fund – what it is, how it is financed, and answers many other questions about how
the Federal government funds transportation.
https://www.enotrans.org/article/highway-trust-fund-101/
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LOGIN

The following is a document explaining the federal Highway Trust Fund, based in format on the old Federal Highway Administration’s
Highway Trust Fund Primer that has not been updated since 1998. This document is in a question-and-answer format – click on a
question below in the table of contents and be taken to that answer, or just keep scrolling down. For more information, see Eno’s
Highway Trust Fund Reference Page at enotrans.org/htf

JUNE 02, 2020 | JEFF DAVIS

Highway Trust Fund 101

> Article > Highway Trust Fund 101

JOIN NOW
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What happens when the HTF runs out of money?

Why are positive cash balances necessary?

What is the HTF balance?

How are funds transferred between HTF accounts?

What expenses are drawn on the HTF?

How are HTF tax payments attributed to states?

How does the Treasury Department collect and account for HTF revenues?

What is the 80-20 highway-transit split?

How reliant is the HTF on fuel taxes?

What taxes received by the HTF are then transferred elsewhere?

What taxes received by the HTF are then refunded elsewhere?

What other deposits are placed into the HTF?

Why is diesel taxed at a higher rate than gasoline?

What constitutes HTF tax income?

What is the HTF?

TABLE OF CONTENTS:
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A federal trust fund account is not like a “real world” trust fund – the GAO Glossary notes that “a trust fund account imposes no
duciary responsibility on the federal government.” For more information on federal trust funds generally, see this GAO report from
2001.

highway and truck safety and highway tax evasion offenses.

2008), interest paid by the Treasury Department to itself on accumulated balances, and a small amount of nes and penalties for

From its inception on July 1, 1956 through September 30, 2019, the Trust Fund has received $1.188 trillion in net tax receipts from
federal excise taxes on highway users and has paid $1.325 trillion in outlays for federal highway, mass transit, highway safety, and
motor carrier safety programs. The gap between the two numbers has been lled by periodic transfers of general revenues (since

The Highway Trust Fund is a special trust fund expenditure account in the U.S. Treasury established by section 209 of the Highway
Revenue Act of 1956. The Trust Fund is currently codi ed in section 9503 of the Internal Revenue Code.

What is the HTF?

Appendix C – Authorizations for Highway Trust Fund spending in the FAST Act of 2015

Appendix B – List of all special transfers to the Highway Trust Fund, 2008-2015

Appendix A – Fiscal year 2019 Highway Trust Fund operations (cash ow)

Wasn’t the HTF supposed to be at least 90 percent self-su cient?

Why don’t the Budget Control Act’s spending caps or sequestration affect HTF spending?

What other kinds of HTF spending control are available?

What are the Byrd and Rostenkowski amendments (tests)?
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0.1 cent per gallon of the gasoline, diesel and special fuel taxes are not deposited in the HTF but instead are deposited in the Leaking
Underground Storage Tank (LUST) Trust Fund. The remaining taxes are deposited in the Highway Trust Fund and allocated between the
Highway Account and the Mass Transit Account as follows (per the February 2020 update to FHWA Table FE-21B):

Diesel fuel and special motor fuels under section 4041 of the Code;
Heavy truck and trailer sales under section 4051 of the Code;
Heavy truck tires under section 4071 of the Code;
Gasoline and other fuels under section 4081 of the Code; and
The heavy vehicle use tax under section 4481 of the Code.

Highway Trust Fund:

Section 9503(b)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code provides that the receipts of ve federal excise taxes are (eventually) deposited in the

What constitutes HTF tax income?

The systemic imbalance between Trust Fund receipts and spending that has existed since the mid-2000s is predicted to cause the
Trust Fund to run out of cash (again) sometime in 2021 unless Congress increases taxes signi cantly, cuts spending drastically, or
provides yet another transfer from general revenues.

Account (the latter is colloquially referred to as the “Highway Account”).

Since 1983, the Highway Trust Fund has had two sub-accounts: a Mass Transit Account, and everything not in the Mass Transit
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Historical rates for federal taxes on motor fuel and lubricating oil can be viewed here, and historical rates for federal taxes on motor
vehicles and related products can be viewed here.
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Congress has, on seven occasions from September 2008 through December 2015, enacted laws making special one-time transfers of
funding into the HTF, totaling $143.6 billion (after budgetary sequestration – see Appendix B for a full list).

States.” The interest received from these investments is deposited in the Trust Fund. (The law in effect from October 1998 to March
2010 required HTF balances to be invested in non-interest-bearing securities.)

In addition, section 9602 of the Internal Revenue Code requires that the balances of any federal trust fund account listed in chapter 98
(“Trust Fund Code”) of the IRC that is not required to meet current withdrawals be invested in “interest-bearing obligations of the United

Section 9503(b)(5) of the Internal Revenue Code provides that penalties relating to fuel tax evasion, and penalties collected for motor
vehicle safety nes pursuant to 49 U.S.C. §30165, be deposited in the Highway Account of the Trust Fund.

What other deposits are placed into the HTF?

reduction, the law also increased the diesel tax to a new level of 15 cents per gallon, 6 cents more than gasoline, so the overall burden
on the trucking sector would remain the same. This 6-cent differential remains in place to this day.

The 1982 act also signi cantly increased the annual Heavy Vehicle Use Tax (HVUT) to recover the estimated wear-and-tear costs
incurred by the heaviest trucks. This proved unpopular with truckers (particularly owner-operators, because the truck driver had to write
his own very large check to the IRS). After hearings, Congress enacted the De cit Reduction Act of 1984, which decreased the annual
maximum HVUT from $1,900 to $550. To make up the estimated revenue that would be lost by the Trust Fund because of the HVUT

cents per gallon. The tax rates in the law were set to try to match the costs incurred by various classes of highway user, per the results
of the May 1982 DOT-Treasury Highway Cost Allocation Study.

Traditionally, the tax-writing committees of Congress have viewed the diesel fuel tax and the various trucking excise taxes holistically
as an overall tax on trucking. The Highway Revenue Act of 1982 increased total HTF taxes signi cantly to pay for an expanded highway
program and a new, permanent mass transit program, including increases in gasoline and diesel taxes from 4 cents per gallon to 9

Why is diesel taxed at a higher rate than gasoline?
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But some people purchase gasoline or diesel at service stations, which has been taxed for highway use, and put that fuel in the tank of
their motorboat, or their lawn mower or chainsaw, where it is not used on highways. So subsections 9503(c)(3) and (4) of the Internal
Revenue Code provide that the estimated amount of taxes collected by the Highway Trust Fund from motorboat and small engine use

them with spending on programs that bene t those taxpayers.

As mentioned above, the purpose of the Highway Trust Fund is to segregate highway user taxes from general revenues and associate

What taxes received by the HTF are then transferred
elsewhere?

for exempt use are no longer reported in HTF operations – all such refunds are handled by the general fund.

After the HTF ran out of money in 2008, Congress enacted section 444 of the Hiring Incentives to Restore Employment Act of 2010,
which shifted the burden of exempt use refunds and credits to the general fund. As a result, starting in scal year 2011, fuel tax refunds

From its inception through scal year 2011, the Trust Fund had to reimburse the general fund for the cost of these refunds and credits.
For example, in scal year 2009, gross transfers of fuel taxes to the HTF totaled $33.95 billion, but the Trust Fund then had to transfer
$1.05 billion back to the general fund to cover the cost of that year’s fuel tax exempt use refunds and credits.

governments being chief among them. There have always been procedures whereby exempt users can apply for tax refunds or credits
for federal motor fuel taxes paid at the pump (see chapter 2 of IRS Publication 510 for details).

Certain types of motor fuel use have traditionally been exempt from these taxes – farm use, school bus use, and use by state and local

The Highway Revenue Act designed the HTF to collect taxes paid by highway users and hold them for eventual use for highway (and
later, mass transit) spending to bene t those users.

What taxes received by the HTF are then refunded
elsewhere?
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In the most recent scal year, net receipts from motor fuel excise taxes comprised 82 percent of net total deposits in the Highway Trust
Fund.

How reliant is the HTF on fuel taxes?

The amounts of such transfers in scal 2019 are shown in Appendix A.

In addition, diesel fuel coming out of a re nery meant for highway use is so chemically similar to the kerosene used by jet and
turboprop airplanes that there is always some overlap, so subsection 6427(l)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code requires regular transfers
of estimated diesel taxes collected by the HTF but used in aviation to the Airport and Airway Trust Fund.

transfer to the Land and Water Conservation Fund.

then be transferred to the Sport Fish Restoration and Boating Trust Fund, with $1 million per year of that money also being set aside for
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as to the future of the HTF. Urban legislators agreed to support a massive motor fuels tax increase (from 4 cents per gallon to 9 cents
per gallon), in exchange for one penny of the nickel fuels tax increase being dedicated to a new Mass Transit Account within the Trust

After over a decade of debate in Congress, the Highway Revenue Act of 1982 struck a deal between urban interests and rural interests

What is the 80-20 highway-transit split?

A breakdown of the individual taxes and other revenue sources is shown in Appendix A.
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The following chart shows how estimated excise taxes are paid twice monthly into the general fund of the Treasury, and then
transferred on an estimated basis to the HTF and later corrected based on a complicated set of estimations by the Treasury’s O ce of
Tax Analysis, Financial Management Service, Bureau of the Public Debt, and Internal Revenue Service.

How does the Treasury Department collect and account for
HTF revenues?

Because of this imbalance, the Mass Transit Account much more over-leveraged, relative to its dedicated tax revenues, than is the
Highway Account, and needs a greater share of future tax revenues to remain solvent at current funding levels.

But while Transit Account tax revenues have been decreasing as a percentage of total revenues, Transit Account spending as a
percentage of total Trust Fund spending has been increasing. In scal year 2015, the Transit Account received 16.9 percent of total
Trust Fund contract authority, and this increased to 17.4 percent of total Trust Fund contract authority over the ve-year life of the FAST
Act (2016-2020). (See Appendix C.)

13.8 percent of total tax revenue in 2010 to 12.2 percent of total tax revenue in 2019).

ten years (FY 2010-2019), the Transit Account has received, on average 12.8 percent of total Trust Fund tax revenue (declining from

economy is good, trucking taxes have had a faster growth rate than fuel taxes of late), causing the ratio to shift every year. Over the last

never been close to 20 percent. The trucking excises in particular show a lot of volatility due to economic uctuations (when the

However, the entirety of the 4 cent per gallon pre-1982 gasoline and diesel tax rates, as well as all of the trucking industry excise taxes,
are still deposited entirely in the Highway Account. As a result, the Mass Transit Account’s share of total Trust Fund tax revenue has

and the Mass Transit Account.

Fund. The Transit Account received 20 percent of the 1982 motor fuels tax increase, and after motor fuels taxes were increased in 1990
and 1993, when those tax increases were eventually transferred to the HTF, they were also split 80-20 between the Highway Account
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retailer, and the heavy vehicle use tax is paid annually by the truck owner.

HTF excise taxes are usually not paid by the end consumer. Motor fuel taxes are paid by the oil company, when fuel is removed from
the re nery or the tank farm (depending on ownership), and tire taxes are paid by tire manufacturers. Truck sales taxes are paid by the

How are HTF tax payments attributed to states?

These procedures are later audited by GAO (see their audit of the scal year 2019 transfer process here).
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Section 9503 of the Internal Revenue Code provides strict limits on how funds can be withdrawn from the Highway Trust Fund.
§9503(c)(1) and §9503(e)(3) provide that only funding speci cally authorized to be appropriated from the Trust Fund by the FAST Act
of 2015, or a prior authorization law that was listed in section 9503 before the FAST Act, can be removed from the Trust Fund. A table
of FAST Act authorizations can be found in Appendix C.

What expenses are drawn on the HTF?

FHWA publishes a cumulative total of total state estimated HTF Highway Account tax payments, and spending in each state from the
Highway Account, cumulatively from 1956 in Table FE-221B in the annual Highway Statistics series.

which were calculated in late summer 2019 and apportioned on October 1, 2019.

then that data is used as a factor in apportionments made that summer for the scal year beginning October 1. So the estimated tax
payments for scal year 2018 (which ended on September 30, 2018) were a factor in the highway apportionments for scal year 2020,

There is a two-year lag in this cycle – a scal year ends on September 30, then FHWA makes the tax estimates a few months later, and

has been Texas.

percent of the dollar amount of its latest yearly estimated Highway Account tax payments. If any state requires such adjustment, they
receive extra funding to get them to 95 percent of their most recent prior year dollar amount, and all other state-and-D.C.
apportionments are reduced by pro rata shares of that amount. The only state that has triggered the 95 percent adjustment recently

These yearly state tax estimates are then published by FHWA in Table FE-9 in the annual Highway Statistics series. The estimated
state-by-state tax receipts for the Highway Account only are then used as a factor in the upcoming scal year’s highway funding
apportionment calculations pursuant to 23 U.S.C. §104(c)(1)(B) to determine if any state’s total apportionment would be less than 95

payments.

taxes for that year to states and D.C. in the exact same percentages as each state’s percentage of the estimated diesel fuel tax

After the end of each scal year, FHWA estimates how much gasoline and diesel fuel was sold in each state “on the basis of data
reported by State motor-fuel tax agencies” and estimates how much of the net gasoline, diesel and special fuel tax receipts for that
year should be attributed to users in each state (and the District of Columbia). Then, FHWA allocates the receipts of the three trucking

As a result, as FHWA notes in Funding Federal-Aid Highways, “most of the Federal fuel taxes come from a handful of States (those
where major oil companies are headquartered) and most tire taxes are paid from Ohio (the home of the U.S. tire industry).”
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What is the HTF balance?

Congress also retains the ability to pass a law at any time transferring money from one account to another.

The amounts of such transfers cannot be predicted in advance with any precision because they are the result of many decisions made
on a project-by-project basis by state and local authorities.

billion, and transfers from the Mass Transit Account to the Highway Account totaled $69 million, for a net HA to MTA transfer of $1.331
billion.

In scal year 2019, transfers from the Highway Account to the Mass Transit Account pursuant to these authorities totaled $1.401

Accordingly, 23 U.S.C. §104(f) and 49 U.S.C. §5334(i) allow those “ ex” funds to be transferred from FHWA to FTA (or vice versa) for
program administration, and from the Highway Account to the Mass Transit Account (or vice versa) for eventual expenditure.

from the Mass Transit Account to be used for highway projects in some instances.

23 U.S.C. §133 and 23 U.S.C. §149 allow funds provided from the Highway Account for the Surface Transportation Block Grant
Program and the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Program, respectively, to be used for mass transit projects in some instances.
And the de nition of a mass transit capital project in 49 U.S.C. §5302 includes some highway elements, which allows funds provided

How are funds transferred between HTF accounts?

Prior to 2005, the Appropriations Committees had a blanket authorization to appropriate funds from the HTF for the highway
emergency relief program, as emergencies arose, in such amounts as they saw t, but this authorization has since been repealed.

prior authorization laws – after the date of any such unauthorized expenditure, the Trust Fund may no longer receive transfers of tax
collections from the general fund of the Treasury.

And §9503(b)(6) provides a “death penalty” of sorts if Congress appropriates funds from the HTF not authorized by the FAST Act or
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$3.222 billion

$6.801 billion

September 2019

$874 million

October 2020

Since this happens at the height of warm-weather construction season, when the Trust Fund has its highest daily spending rate, extra
balances are necessary to get through September and October without running out of money.

HTF Net Tax Rev.

August 2019

deposited until mid-October. Then October is only credited with two weeks of tax revenue. These are the actual results from last year:

In essence, every September the Trust Fund gets credited with six weeks of tax money, but four weeks’ worth of that doesn’t get

year that ended September 30. And then the tax collection calendar resets.

end of every scal year has to be reconciled. Accordingly, the Trust Fund only receives one tax payment every September (mid-month),
and then has to wait an entire month for a massive, double-sized payment in mid-October that is then retroactively credited to the scal

activity (the mid-month IRS collection of estimated excise taxes covers business activity in the last two weeks of the prior month), the

In addition, there is a special problem at the end of every scal year. Because the IRS collects estimated taxes based on past business

business day. It is therefore possible for an account in the Trust Fund to run out of money on a day-to-day basis during a month yet still
be solvent at the end of a month because of the end-of-month deposit of tax revenue.

business day. At the peak of warm-weather construction season (August through October), these outlays can exceed $300 million per

As mentioned above, estimated taxes are deposited in the Trust Fund twice a month. But outlays are drawn from the Trust Fund every

Why are positive cash balances necessary?

(not actual outlays) and the balance of the corpus (not the other balances held by program agencies).

Because the total balance is held by multiple agencies, the monthly Treasury reports on Trust Fund operations can be misleading –
they are accurate on the receipt side, but on the spending and balance side, they only show the withdrawals made by program agencies

Department of Transportation modal administrations that are responsible for actually spending the money withdraw sums from the
corpus in anticipation of immediate future needs and hold it on their own books until the money is eventually disbursed.

The balance of the Trust Fund is the cumulative excess of all deposits since its inception, minus cumulative outlays and a one-time
balance writedown on October 1, 1998. This balance is held in several places – the bulk of it (the “corpus”) is held by the Treasury
Department, and almost all of that is invested in special Treasury securities created as needed for that purpose. But the various
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What are the Byrd and Rostenkowski amendments (tests)?

amount of unpaid bills would keep piling up.

The HTF was bailed out by another special transfer before the Department had to put those plans into effect, but similar plans will likely
be put into place the next time the HTF runs critically low on balances. And were such a system to remain in place for some time, the

The Secretary’s letter indicated that states would be noti ed twice a month of the amount of highway reimbursements they would be
allowed to have repaid during that period, which would be the amount available in the HTF (after one of the twice-monthly tax deposits
from the Treasury) times each state’s share of total apportioned federal highway funding for that year.

When HTF balances drew low in summer 2014, the Secretary of Transportation wrote a letter to all state DOTs saying that “as we
approach insolvency, the Department will be forced to limit payments to manage the reduced levels of cash available in the Trust Fund.
This means, among other things, that the Federal Highway Administration will no longer be able to make ‘same-day’ payments to
reimburse States.”

government from withholding HTF contract authority that has been made available for obligation by law, even when it is apparent that
there will not be money in the Trust Fund to liquidate the contract authority. Without special legislative approval, the Administration
cannot prevent states and transit agencies from incurring obligations drawn on the HTF and presenting bills for liquidation of those
obligations.

The Impoundment Control Act of 1974, as interpreted by several federal courts, prevents the executive branch of the federal

What happens when the HTF runs out of money?

Positive balances are also necessary to prevent automatic reductions in Trust Fund contract authority under the Byrd and
Rostenkowski tests (see below).

Transit Account to avoid day-to-day insolvency during September-October.

Because of the day-to-day and year-end problems, DOT estimates that Congress needs to plan on projected year-end balances
(including the mid-October retroactive payment) never dipping below $4 billion in the Highway Account and $1 billion in the Mass
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obligated by states during a speci c period (sometimes a scal quarter, sometimes a scal year). The enactment of the Impoundment
Control Act of 1974 severely restricted the President’s ability to withhold contract authority, so Congress began enacting “obligation
limitation” provisions in the annual transportation appropriations acts that performed the same functions.

From the late 1950s through 1975, Presidents routinely limited the amount of existing highway contract authority that could be

What other kinds of HTF spending control are available?

the application of the Rostenkowski Test for the remainder of scal 2020.

Account was going to fail the Rostenkowski Test for scal 2020, which would result in across-the-board reductions of about 12 percent
in mass transit apportionments. Congress then enacted section 144 of Public Law 116-59 just before the start of scal year 2020 to
temporarily suspend application of the Rostenkowski Test, and later enacted section 163 of Division H of Public Law 116-94 to cancel

The Mass Transit Account is subject to a similar test known as the Rostenkowski test (26 U.S.C. §9503(e)(4). The Rostenkowski test
originally measured outstanding commitments against estimated income for one year. The 1998 TEA-21 law amended the
Rostenkowski test so that the Mass Transit Account is subject to the same 2-year test as the Highway Account, and then the 2005
SAFETEA-LU law set the window for both accounts at 4 years. The March 2019 Treasury Bulletin indicated that the Mass Transit

apportionments for FY 1961 and of all highway apportionments for FY 2004. The 2005 SAFETEA-LU law increased the Byrd test
“window” from 2 years of future revenues to 4 years or future revenue, ensuring that the Highway Account could hit a zero balance
before the Byrd test would automatically reduce spending (which happened in 2008).

years. Over that period, The Byrd Amendment was triggered twice resulting in the reduction in the Interstate System construction

From 1957 to 2005, the Byrd amendment calculation was measured against current balances plus 2 subsequent years of income, not 4

apportionments. The resources in the Byrd amendment calculation consist of the current Highway Account balance plus estimated
income for the next 4 years. These resources are then compared to the unliquidated authorizations of the Highway Account.

The Byrd amendment ensures that Highway Account commitments are compared to projected nancial resources. If insu cient
resources are identi ed in the HTF, per the Byrd amendment, across-the-board cuts are required to be made in Federal-aid highway

The Byrd amendment (now 26 U.S.C. §9503(d)), generally referred to as the Byrd test, was put in place by Senate Finance Committee
chairman Harry Byrd (D-VA) in 1956 to require that the Highway Trust Fund have enough liquid revenue to pay its funding commitments.
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(A small amount of annual highway contract authority – currently $739 million per year – is exempt from the annual obligation
limitation. Its outlays are thus classi ed as mandatory and so that contract authority is subject to budget sequestration.)

Sequestration (across-the-board percentage cuts in certain programs) is a tool used to enforce both budget control systems (PAYGO
and the spending caps), but since the HTF accounts are exempt from both control systems, the HTF accounts are also almost entirely
exempted from sequestration.

The current statutory budget enforcement regime has two different control systems. The control system for mandatory spending
(PAYGO) is only triggered by changes in mandatory outlays, not budget authority – and HTF outlays are discretionary. The control
system for discretionary spending (the spending caps under the Budget Control Act of 2011) only affects budget authority, not outlays
– and HTF contract authority is mandatory budget authority. Because of this discrepancy, HTF contract authority, obligation limitations,
and outlays are effectively exempt from both budget control systems.

Contract authority is a form of budget authority that is classi ed as mandatory. But the eventual release of cash from the HTF to
liquidate contract authority (the outlays) is technically controlled, for the most part, by the Appropriations Committees through the
annual obligation limitation and is thus classi ed as discretionary. The HTF contains the only accounts in the entire federal budget
(save the Airport Improvement Program) that are split-classi ed in this way, with the budget authority being on the mandatory ledger
and the outlays on the discretionary ledger.

Why don’t the Budget Control Act’s spending caps or
sequestration affect HTF spending?

HTF spending control once again.

worked to ensure that every dollar of new contract authority subject to limitation is matched with one dollar of new obligation
limitation. However, this could change in the future, and the obligation limitations in the appropriations bills could become a point of

Over the 1976-2011 period, annual obligation limitations for the highway program were usually below the level of new contract
authority, sometimes signi cantly so. Beginning with the MAP-21 law, the authorizing and appropriating committees of Congress have
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Appendix A – Fiscal year 2019 Highway Trust Fund
operations (cash ow)

waived the 90 percent self-su ciency point of order when considering every bill providing HTF spending since at least 2005, and the
Trust Fund has become reliant on special transfers from the general fund that exceed 10 percent of its annual revenues.

there is no automatic enforcement procedure for section 401 outside the halls of Congress. As a result, Congress has ignored or

However, the prohibition in section 401 only applies inside Congress and is cumbersome to use. Even if a Member of Congress raises a
point of order, it can be waived by a simple majority vote of the House and Senate. And unlike PAYGO or the Byrd test or sequestration,

receipts of which consist or will consist of amounts (transferred from the general fund of the Treasury) equivalent to amounts of taxes
(related to the purposes for which such outlays are or will be made)…” The 90 percent threshold was established in a Senate oor
amendment to the Budget Act in 1974 by Sen. Sam Nunn (D-GA) (by an 80 t0 0 vote – see pages 7921-7923 here).

within Congress against bringing up legislation creating new backdoor spending – including contract authority – unless grandfathered
into the Social Security or Medicare Trust Funds or unless the money is drawn “from any other trust fund, 90 percent or more of the

One of the main purposes of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 was to restrict the ability of Congress to create new “backdoor
spending” (programs funded outside of the annual appropriations process). Section 401 of that law contains an internal prohibition

Wasn’t the HTF supposed to be at least 90 percent selfsu cient?
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Appendix B – List of all special transfers to the Highway
Trust Fund, 2008-2015
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(Note: The $7.569 billion rescission scheduled for July 1, 2020 by section 1438 of the law was repealed by section 1702 of Public Law
116-69 on November 21, 2019, so the gross totals shown below are the nal totals.)

Appendix C – Authorizations for Highway Trust Fund
spending in the FAST Act of 2015
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FARMINGTON METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
Agenda Item #9
Subject:
Date:

Committee Member Discussion Items
November 4, 2020

DISCUSSION ITEMS
There were no additional discussion items provided by Technical Committee members
for inclusion on the Agenda.
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FARMINGTON METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
Agenda Item #10
Subject:
Prepared by:
Date:

Information Items
MPO Staff
November 4, 2020
INFORMATION ITEMS

a. Proposed 2021 Technical Committee Meeting Schedule. A draft 2021 meeting
calendar is attached for review. Adoption of the proposed meeting calendar for
2021 will be considered at the December 9, 2020 meeting.
b. Notice to Proceed for FFY21. Copies of the federal award notices from NMDOT
and FTA Section 5303 are attached.
c. MPO Quarterly. The next MPO Quarterly is scheduled for December 7, 2020 and
will be hosted by the Mesilla Valley MPO.
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* PROPOSED *
FARMINGTON METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
2021 Regular Meeting Schedule
TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
All meetings will be held at 10:00 a.m. at the locations listed below.
MPO will seek final approval to TIP Amendments in the months highlighted below.
Date
January 13, 2021
February 10, 2021
March 10, 2021
April 14, 2021
May 12, 2021
June 9, 2021
July 14, 2021
August 11, 2021
September 8, 2021
October 13, 2021
November 10, 2021
December 8, 2021

Location and City
Council Chambers
Farmington City Hall
800 Municipal Drive
Commission Chambers
San Juan County Administrative Bldg.
100 S. Oliver Street
Council Chambers
Bloomfield City Hall
915 N. First Street
Council Chambers
Kirtland Town Hall
47 Road 6500
Commission Chambers
Aztec City Hall
201 W. Chaco Street
Council Chambers
Farmington City Hall
800 Municipal Drive
Commission Chambers
San Juan County Administrative Bldg.
100 S. Oliver Street
Council Chambers
Bloomfield City Hall
915 N. First Street
Council Chambers
Kirtland Town Hall
47 Road 6500
Commission Chambers
Aztec City Hall
201 W. Chaco Street
Council Chambers
Farmington City Hall
800 Municipal Drive
Commission Chambers
San Juan County Administrative Bldg.
100 S. Oliver Street
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Farmington
San Juan County,
Aztec
Bloomfield
Kirtland
Aztec
Farmington
San Juan County,
Aztec
Bloomfield
Kirtland
Aztec
Farmington
San Juan County,
Aztec
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The minutes from the
October 14, 2020
Technical Committee meeting
are on the following pages.
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MINUTES
FARMINGTON METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
TECHNICAL COMMITTEE MEETING
October 14, 2020
Technical Members Present:

Beth Escobar, City of Farmington
Virginia King, City of Farmington
Javier Martinez, NMDOT District 5
Scott Martin, San Juan County
Nick Porell, San Juan County
Dan Flack, Town of Kirtland

Technical Members Absent:

Steven Saavedra, City of Aztec
Jason Thomas, City of Bloomfield
Andrew Montoya, Red Apple Transit

Staff Present:

Peter Koeppel, MPO Officer
Kathryn Leys, MPO Associate Planner
June Markle, Administrative Assistant

Staff Absent:

None

Others Present:

None

Continuing to take health precautions, most of the members of the Technical
Committee listed above as “Present” attended via GoToMeeting. Those attending in
person were Chair Nick Porell and MPO Staff, Peter Koeppel, Kathryn Leys, and June
Markle.
1. CALL TO ORDER
Chair Nick Porell called the meeting to order at 10:00 a.m.
2. APPROVE THE MINUTES FROM THE SEPTEMBER 9, 2020 TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
MEETING
Ms. Escobar moved to approve the minutes from the September 9, 2020 Technical
Committee meeting. Ms. King seconded the motion. The motion to approve the
minutes passed unopposed.
3. STATUS OF TIP PROJECTS
Subject:
Prepared by:
Date:

Status of TIP Projects
MPO Staff & Technical Committee Members
October 14, 2020
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BACKGROUND
The STIP Protocols, finalized in early 2014, require that each MPO shall develop a
process to monitor the progress and status of each project in the first two years
of the TIP. These monthly reviews help correct inconsistencies in the TIP, STIP,
the MPO’s MTP, Agreement Request Forms (ARFs), etc. and provide for discussion
among the members and NMDOT representatives.
The Policy Committee approved the new FFY2020-2025 TIP during a Special
meeting on July 25, 2019.
The projects currently on the FFY2020-2025 TIP are listed below.

TRACKING INFORMATION (2018-2023 TIP)
Local Agreement Status (ARF)
ITS/Sys ENG Certification
ROW Certification
Public Involvement Certification
Design Completion 30 – 60 – 90%
Environmental Certification
Utilities Certification
Railroad Certification
Archeology Certification
PROJECTS ON FMPO FFY2020-2025 TIP
 Aztec
F100091 – East Aztec Arterial Phase II
 Bloomfield
F100300 – East Blanco Bridge
 Farmington
F100099 – Foothills Drive Enhancement Phase II
F100100 – East Pinon Hills Blvd Extension Phase I
F100101 – East Pinon Hills Blvd Extension Phase II
F100132 – 20th Street Phase III
TF00001 – Red Apple Transit
 San Juan County
F100021 – East Pinon Hills Blvd Extension Phase III
F100240 – Glade Run Recreation Area Trails
F100290 – CR 5500 Bridge Replacement
F100320 – Kirtland Schools Walk Path Extension
F100330 – Glade Run Recreation Area Trails Extension
F100360 – CR 3000 Bridge Replacement
F100370 – CR 3500 Bridge Replacement
 NMDOT
F100170 - NM 173 Safety Improvements
F100340 – US 550 Pavement Rehab
F100350 – NM 371/N36 (PE)
F100351 – NM 371/N36 (Const)



INFORMATION ITEM
This is an information item only. Committee members will have an opportunity to
provide any needed feedback/updates regarding current TIP projects status and
details.
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DISCUSSION: The Technical Committee members presented updates/feedback on their
current TIP projects:
City of Aztec – Steven Saavedra
Mr. Saavedra was unable to attend the meeting. Mr. Koeppel reported that the City of
Aztec does plan to move funding for the Aztec East Arterial to FY2022 during TIP
Amendment #5.
City of Bloomfield – Jason Thomas
Mr. Thomas was unable to attend the meeting; however, he provided an update to
report that Phase I of the East Blanco Bridge project is underway.
City of Farmington – Virginia King
Foothills Drive Enhancement Phase II
The PS&E is complete and the obligation letter has been signed. The City of
Farmington is awaiting the executed agreement from NMDOT. Bidding is anticipated in
early 2021.
East Pinon Hills Boulevard Extension, Phases I and II
This project has been amended in the STIP from Informational to Fiscally Constrained.
The City of Farmington plans to begin the environmental reassessment.
20th Street Phase III
The City of Farmington has requested a contract extension for the design. Work on the
right-of-way acquisition continues with one property owner needed to sign the TCP in
order to get the right-of-way certification. PS&E to be scheduled within the next
month.
San Juan County – Nick Porell
CR 5500 Bridge Replacement
The right-of-way certification is with NMDOT. Following receipt of this certification,
the project will be put out to bid.
Kirtland School Walk Path Extension
The design is ongoing. The milestone will be the 60% review.
Glade Area Recreation Area Trails Extension
The kickoff meeting with the contractor is scheduled for October 15.
NMDOT – District 5 – Javier Martinez
NM 173
NMDOT is waiting on the utility certification. Once the water line has been relocated
by the City of Aztec, the PS&E can be scheduled.
US 550 Pavement Rehab
Although this project is in the outer years of the STIP, the survey has been completed.
NM 371 / Navajo 36
NMDOT is moving forward on the agreement with the Navajo Nation. The plans are
almost ready, but the final agreement is needed before the project is let.
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4. REPORTS FROM NMDOT
District 5 – Javier Martinez
Mr. Martinez had no additional updates.
Chair Porell reported that San Juan County will be providing staff to support the
highway litter clean-up day being planned by District 5 Maintenance for early
November. If any other entities are interested in helping, let Chair Porell know. Mr.
Martinez said to let him know the date of the cleanup and he would put out the word
with the “adopt a highway” program volunteers for additional support.
Planning Bureau – Joseph Moriarty (provided written)
Mr. Moriarty was unable to attend the meeting, but provided the following written
update:
Transportation Safety Plans
The NMDOT Planning Division has some remaining funding for “on-call” for consultant led local
transportation safety plans. These plans are focused on T/LPA roads and/or community-wide
projects. These funds recently funded a safety corridor study in Espanola and a community-wide
safety study in Gallup. These Transportation Safety plans could be a foundation for pursuing
additional safety funding. If interested, I would suggest the first step is discussing your idea with
your MPO and District Engineering staff to “flesh out” a potential proposal. The department requires
a written letter proposal that provides a justification for why you are seeking funding for a
Transportation Safety Plan.
New Federal Fiscal Year
October 1st was the start of the new Federal Fiscal 2021. A notice to proceed was issued to the
MPO so that you can proceed with your regional transportation planning activities. Related to this
is that the FAST Act (Federal Transportation Bill) was extended through December 11, 2020
through a continuing resolution signed by the President at the end of September, (Continuing
Appropriations Act, 2021 and Other Extensions Act (HR 8337). This means that it is “business as
usual” for the Farmington MPO and for Federal Transportation funding programs at least through
December 11.
Pedestrian Safety Action Plan
The Multimodal Planning and Programs Bureau is currently developing a state-wide Pedestrian
Safety Action Plan. The next phase of the plan is to gather input from the public and stakeholders
by conducting virtual workshops in late October and early November. We will work with your MPO
staff to let you know when these workshops will be scheduled. We intend to release the draft plan
for public comment in the winter of 2021.

Chair Porell suggested that, perhaps, Kirtland could partner with NMDOT to look at a
pedestrian plan and access control along US 64 through Kirtland. Mr. Flack agreed and
noted that this was on NMDOT’s radar as well. Mr. Koeppel said that he would forward
the information to the Committee and offered FMPO assistance if needed.
5. COMMITTEE MEMBER DISCUSSION ITEMS
Subject:
Date:

Committee Member Discussion Items
October 14, 2020
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DISCUSSION ITEMS
There were no additional discussion items provided by Technical Committee members
for inclusion in the Agenda.
6. INFORMATION ITEMS
Subject:
Prepared by:
Date:

Information Items
MPO Staff
October 14, 2020
INFORMATION ITEMS

d. Traffic Count Locations. The Farmington MPO coordinates with NMDOT for
collecting traffic count data. The majority of NMDOT traffic count locations
are determined by the FHWA, however NMDOT has informed the MPO that
there is some flexibility on traffic counting locations. Recommendations for
additional traffic count locations need to be submitted to the MPO by
December 14 to be considered by NMDOT.
A map of current traffic count locations is attached. An interactive map of
traffic count locations can be found on our website
(http://fmtn.org/1093/Traffic-Counts).
e. Traffic Software Checkout. The MPO has available for use by all entities the
licenses for the three travel demand modeling software programs available for
use by all entities:
PTV Visum: Traffic analysis and forecasting
PTV Vissim: Multi-modal traffic flow simulations
PTV Vistro: Signal optimization and traffic impact
The software checkout policy is attached and is available on the MPO website
(http://fmtn.org/1099 ).
f. Call for Projects for TIP Amendment #5. The first Call for Projects for TIP
Amendment #5 was made on September 21. The completed application and A1340 form are due to the MPO Officer by October 12.
g. Updates to Website. The MPO has recently updated their website to include
interactive maps, including performance measures are projects in the TIP. A
short demonstration will be given.
DISCUSSION: Ms. Leys reported on the FMPO traffic counts that are currently
conducted by NMDOT in June and July each year. Pages 5-7 of the Agenda show the
traffic count locations in the FMPO area as well as those within the entities. NMDOT
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does determine the count locations, but there is some flexibility with the list of
locations. If there are any recommended additions or changes please send those to the
FMPO by December 14 and they will be forwarded to NMDOT for consideration in 2021.
Ms. Leys also explained the checkout program and availability for use by any entity of
the FMPO travel demand modeling and traffic planning software programs:
PTV Visum – traffic simulation for macro level transportation planning;
PTV Vissim – traffic simulation software for micro level modeling;
PTV Vistro – traffic signal timing and traffic impact analysis tools.
Please visit the FMPO website to reserve any of the software.
Mr. Koeppel reported that the first Call for Projects for TIP Amendment #5 was made
on September 21. Completed applications should already have been submitted to the
FMPO.
Ms. Leys also reported on the recent updates to the FMPO website to include
interactive maps and data visualizations. The FMPO is also expanding how performance
measure information is displayed. The maps show the general state of some of the key
performance measures that the FMPO sets goals for, as well as for the state’s targets.
Ms. Escobar recommended tracking visits to the FMPO website if that was not currently
being done.
7. BUSINESS FROM THE CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS AND STAFF
Mr. Koeppel said the NMDOT has requested assistance with the location of traffic
signals in the FMPO area. Ms. King recommended contacting Isaac Blueeyes with the
City of Farmington’s Traffic Division.
There was no addition business from the Chairman, Members and Staff.
8. PUBLIC COMMENT ON ANY ISSUES NOT ON THE AGENDA
There was no public comment on any issues not on the agenda.
9.

ADJOURNMENT

Ms. King moved to adjourn the meeting. Ms. Escobar seconded the motion. The motion
passed with no opposition. Chair Porell adjourned the meeting at 10:19 a.m.
___________________________
Nick Porell, Technical Committee Chair

___________________________
June Markle, Administrative Assistant
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